1973 GMC Glacier Motor Home
Owner: Barbara Gary
Location: Trumamsbirg, New York
Email: blumonky@gmail.com

Rust-free, some updating
This ’73 GMC Glacier Motorhome spent almost its entire life in New Mexico
where I bought it in April 2011, so it has very little rust. I was intending to
restore it completely, but find that, due to financial considerations, I must
sell. That said, I have done a lot of work on it already and have all receipts
for that work.
First things first, the GMC starts right up and runs well. Of course its easy
and fun to drive. The rebuilt Olds 455 cu. in. engine has 5,000 miles on it so
it’s broken in but not worn out. The carburetor has also been rebuilt and
aftermarket temp gauge, etc. installed (see the photo of the dash.
Brand new on the outside: Struts, tie rods, ball joints, etc. New shocks and

Automotive
• Engine and carburetor rebuilt.
• Tires with 2,000 miles
Interior
• Reupholstered seating surfaces.

brakes. One new airbag and a leveling system that works. It has six new

• Captains chairs with flip-up table
• Rear lounge makes to double bed

tires with only 2,000 miles on them. They are mounted on original wheels.

• Dinette converts to bed.

Speaking of original, it also has four original hubcaps.

Ready for New owner

1973 GMC Glacier Motor Home

Brand new on the inside: Norcold

profile AC unit, a ladder but no

a fresher paint job – it’ll be your

refrigerator/freezer, furnace, and
electrical converter.

storage pod on the roof. Of
course, it has the Onan 600-watt

decision.

The seats have been recovered

generator.

If you are interested, contact me
and I'll be happy to send more

while most of the rest of the

Comes with original manual and

pictures and we can go from

interior is in original but good

schematics though it’s in need of

there.

condition. There’s a 4-burner

a little more TLC, but would be

Coleman stove and oven with

easy to finish the restoration to its

vent. It has the typical storage

original glory. The paint, since it’s

space of a 26-foot GMC and the

the good stuff GMC used, should

side bathroom with toilet and

look nice is properly buffed

shower. There’s one roof-top, low

though the new owner might want

Barbara Geary - Trumansburg,
NY - 707.832.9604 blumonky@gmail.com

Offered at $12,000
Or Best Offer

MOTOR HOME

NOTICE - The motorhomes presented here are done so as a service of GMC Eastern States who is not responsible for the accuracy of information presented. The motorhomes
are for sale by their respective owners without any warranty, either expressed or implied.
Reasonable effort has been taken to present information with accuracy. GMC Easter States accepts no responsibility and disclaims all liability in respect of any errors, inaccuracies
or misstatements. Prospective purchasers should make their own inquiries to verify the information provided.

